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Marvin  Lee lectures 
to his economics
 class. Lee recently
 
retired 
under  CSU's early 
retirement  plan, 
but
 students circu-
PHOTOGRAPI45  BY DAVID M MARSHAAL
 L SPARTAN DAILY 
Lee drives home a point 
in one of his economics 
classes.  
lated a petition 
to reinstate his 
economics  of racial 
discrimina-
tion 
class.  Lee has 
offered
 to return and 













BY RICHARD ESPINOZA 
Spartan Daily
 Stall Wnter 
Marvin Lee was 
entitled  to a 
relaxing 
retirement after he took 
advantage of 
SJSU's  Golden Hand-
shake last 








 a fight. 





plans  to offer his 
winter  
inter -session class 
called the eco-
nomics of racial discrimination 




 who was looking for-
ward to the course, 
began  circulat-
ing
 a petition about three weeks 
ago 
asking
 the university to 
allow  
Lee to return and teach the class. 
Lee hopes to oblige
 the students 
during the winter 
inter -session, 
but there's 
a catch:  since he accept-
ed the early retirement 
package,  he 
can't return as a 
regular instructor 
to teach a 
class that is not critical
 
to preserving the
 integrity of the 
economics 
major. 
The only way for
 Lee to teach 
the  course 
appears
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College of 
Education  gets 
national 
accreditation  
BY NICOLE SIRI 
'Tartan
 
Daily  stall 
Wnter 
SJSU's College of Education
 
now offers 
national  accreditaion 
status to its credential students. 
After review 
by





 (NCATE), the 





 are now recognized as a 
college
 of quality across 
the 
nation:' 
said Dean Dolores 
Esco-






 a national arena." 
NCATE
 is authorized by 
the 
U.S. 
Department  of 
Education 




Accreditation.  It was 
established in 












1989. However, NCATE 
found too 
many weaknesses
 in the college to 
offer an accreditation and gave 
the college approximately 
two 
years to improve its standards. 
The college was noted as hav-
ing problems of coordinating 
dif-
ferent programs in  its curriculum, 
said Lewis
 Aptekar, the associate 
dean of the college. The student 
teacher -supervisor 
ratios were 
also considered to be too large by 
NCATE, Aptekar said. 
"We were basically overworked 
and underpaid:' Aptekar said. 
"We have 
decreased our ratios 
and are








return and to guide















 NCATE's board of 
examiners 
in March, Escobar
 said. The 
board then 
made a report for 
NCATE's  Unit Accreditation
 
Board, and the 
college was 
approved
 in October. 
The 
college will also be recog-
nized within the community. 
"The community will 
recog-
nize the college as 
having great 
quality,'  Escobar said. 
"Accredita-
tion is a 
very




look for it." 
SJSU
 Academic
 Vice President 
Arlene 
Okerlund  said the accredi-
tation is 
important because it rec-
ognizes the quality 
programs  the 




 quality of the col-
lege and
 provides extra status 
when
 we send teachers out 
into
 









 received the  reputable 
accred-
itation, applications






 are already a 
large  number 
of them every 
semester.  
"We have always had 
a lot of 
applications
 for the 
college so we 





This year, the college also 
received  its annual state 
approval  
to offer credential
 programs from 









 have their 
programs approved by CTC every 
five years to be able to offer cre-







































BY NICOLE SIRI 





move it says will 
help
 students 
graduate sooner, is 
considering  a 
policy which
 would require all 
continuing
 students to declare a 
major 
upon completion




opened  discussion 
Monday on a policy recommen-
dation that may restrict the time 
students 
can  attend SJSU before 
being 
required to declare a 
major. 
The policy,
 recommended by 
the 




all upper -division 
students
 admitted to SJSU must 
declare a major  after one semes-







would  also prohibit all stu-
dents  admitted to SJSU as 
upper  
division students from 
spending 
more 
than  one semester unde-
clared. 
The main purpose for the pol-




"If people don't choose a 
major, it's easier for 
them  to fall 
through 
the cracks because they 








people  through the 
system 
in a reasonable 
time.  
"It is too easy 
for undeclared 
majors




 and it 













 enroll, it 
is 
important






 in line 
can  get 






 the idea of 
requiring 
students
 to declare a 









 them to 
declare a major









should  be 
required
 
to see a 
counselor  or 
enroll  in a 
career 
exploration  class 
or
 work-
shop and then 
be required to 
declare a major:' he 
said. 















 23 meeting, the 
committee still has to decide 
when it would go 
into  effect. 
The  committee must also 
decide what steps would 
be taken 
if students 
required  to follow the 
policy do not declare a 
major.  
If SJSU 
Interim  President J. 
Handel  Evans signs the policy 
recommendation, it 






 more services 
BY STEVEN CHAE 
spTart
 an 
Daily Stall Writer 
Encouraged by the 
positive reaction gen-
erated by Touch-SJSU,
 the Office of 
Admis-
sions and 
Records  plans to 
offer  more ser-
vices  through the 
telephone
-accessible sys-
tem, with the 
first addition going 
on-line 
within a few weeks. 
"We want 
to
 put more things 
on touch-
tone 
technology:'  said 
Marilyn  Radisch, 
director of 
admissions, over





of having to come to our
 office, you can just 
call the system." 
Radisch








verify their university admission
 status over 
the
 telephone. The system, 
scheduled  to go 
on-line later  this 
month,  can notify appli-









 semester grades 
via touch-
tone by the end 
of this semester. 
And  by 
spring 
semester,  Radisch 
said,
 students' 
financial aid status will 
be literally at their 
fingertips. 
"It's a huge savings for 
us:' Radisch said. 
"We've already
 lost 30 percent of our staff in 
Admissions  and Records. If we 
can  answer 
your
 questions as a student
 without having 
a person do it, 
then
 we can have that person 
doing 
something else. It's a 
winner all 
around:' 
Radisch said an added 
benefit  to stu-
dents is 
that they can obtain 
information 
from 7 a.m. to 7 
p.m., significantly 
longer  
than  the office hours of 10 
a.m.








 Radisch said. 
"People  could make 
changes if their 
job 
hours changed, 




 fees, so it's 
good
 for us 
too:  she said with a laugh. 
"The
 only ones who 
preferred the old 
system  were 
professors  with 
unpopular  
classes, because 
they  could lobby for 
stu-
dents at 
program  adjustment 
day:' Radisch 
said. 
The  heart of 
Touch-SJSU,  a 64 -line, 
$100,000  Periphonics 
Corp.
 model VPS 
7500,
 "worked the first 
time  we ran it:' said 
Systems Analyst 
Katie Hill. "The only times
 
it doesn't 





 system is currently in 
use at more
 than 7,500 
universities
 nation-













can't  use the system. 
Add/drop is a 
headache,  because










 scrapped in 
favor of one that utilizes
 touch -technology.
 
"It depends on 
Academic Senate because 
instructors 
have  that signature 
control  once 
classes
 start, so the senate
 would have to 
agree to it. But 
we























 Daily Start Writer 
Menopause,  the cessation 
of a 
women's menstrual cycle, has 
been discussed 
and given legiti-
macy for hundreds of years,
 said 







As part of the
















is a family 
practitioner 





Battle,  SHS 
looked at some







areas and tried 
to 
create a 
series  of 
seminars  which 
would most 
benefit






 of PMS and 
menopause 





Yeung  will 
discuss what 
women can do to get 
relief 
from symptoms and the 
medical  and self-help
 treatments 
that have worked
 in the past. 
Although  the seminar is most-
ly geared toward women,
 Yeung 
will discuss




men.  But 
she and Battle encourage anyone 
affected by the conditions
 to 
attend. 
"Since the emotional impact of 
either PMS or menopause can 
affect relationships, men are 
encouraged  to 
attend:'
 Battle said. 
"Young 
women  who are 
not going 
to 
experience  either 
(for a while) 
are 
encouraged  to 





















women, she said, 




See  MENOPAUSE, Page 4 
RA MII RAMIREZ 
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 for a president at With the
 failed process, CSU wasted 
SU is like trying
 to find the an estimated
 $61,000. In comparison, 
t of gold at the 
end of a CSU spent 
only
 $36,800 for Fresno 
rainbow: expensive, 
elusive
 State's presidential search in 
1991. 
and utile. 
Fresno State has a president 
now.  
The 
presidential  selection process SJSU
 does not. While Interim Presi-
should be impartial. The 
review corn- dent J. Handel
 Evans has done well in 
mince should be familiar
 with the the interim, SJSU 
still does not have a 
unique  problems facing SJSU,
 the permanent leader. 
fourth 
largest
 campus in the CSU sys- 
Many major decisions have been 
tem, 
put on hold until a 
permanent  presi-
The failed presidential search 
was dent is found.ln the 
meantime,  SJSU 
very political 
with  certain members must 
suffer  during a budget crisis that 
allegedly
 deciding among themselves demands 
decisions
 for a better future. 
that CSU Bakersfield 
President Tomas SJSU deserves a president 
who is 
Arciniega should be chosen before 
all  in a position to make the policy deci-
candidates were reviewed, as reported sions that 
will shape the campus for 
in the Spartan Daily on Thursday. the next decade. 
The campus needs 
The only candidate whose name the security of having a 
permanent  
was event ually put 
forward
 by the leader. 
committee, Ruth Levanthal, withdrew
 The next selection committee must 
her name from the selection process
 remember that the interests of SJSU 
citing financial constraints
 and the should come first, not the fulfillment 
controversy surrounding the search, of personal
 agendas. 



















 in their last issue, 
managed
 to dredge up an 
interview 
with former 





 from her 
interview,  
Everett lays
 out a scary and 
unrealistic 
picture




 "governing force 
behind the abortion industry
 is 
money!'  While this may be 
true in 
sonic  instances it is 
unrealistic  and 
biased to categorize
 the entire abor-
tion industry
 as money 
hungry.  
Planned Parenthood
 is a non-profit 
organization that 








McDevitt,  director 
of
 








ductive health care." 
Everett





Plat ined Parenthood does not 
skillful-
ly market abortions,
 McDevitt said. 
Instead they 
put it in their advertise-
ments 
that
 also have many other 
ser-
vices.  





 they  
don't  want to do:' 
McDevitt  said. 
She
 explains that 














that the woman 
is 
deceived, "that
 the marketers 
must
 




 by the 
procedures"  
"The idea of the 





Nit Devitt ex phims that it is not in 
Planned Parenthood's best interest to 
tinder exaggerate the pain. "We tell 






cramping,  and if it 
compli-





I am not 
saying
 that all abortion
 




but to say that the 
abortion 
industry is in 
business  for the money 
and are 






 that a few abortion
 clinics 
are in 
business  to make 
money  and 
even sometimes at 
the expense of the 
woman. 
But to lump all 
clinics in to 
this category is unjust
 and untrue. 
But I feel 
that the root of the 
abor-
tion 




 teenagers, are get-
ting three to 
four, and sometimes 
more 
abortions,  in their 
lifetime. This 
is the result of a 
breakdown
 in societal 
and parental
 values. 
This leads me 
to blame the 
woman's 
upbringing  and her peer and 
societal influences.





 girl, enters this
 world pure, 
only to have society 
and its parents 
contaminate it. 












 every comment and
 every action 
will have 
an
 adverse effect in 
molding  
their  child in to an adult. 
Ri he! Luther Duly staff writer 
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 nice place 
 mild weather, radiant red 
sky. All the inhabitants were 
very friendly, welcoming me 




people,  the Mono-
chromes, all looked quite a lot 
the same, as I'm sure they'd 
think 
we do. Everyone's skin is 
a brilliant pink like a fluores-
cent highlighter pen.
 All had a 
cloud of neon 
green curls 
bouncing
 around their heads. 
Everyone spoke the same
 lan-
guage, ate the same
 foods, lived 
in the same bubbles, had the 
same amounts 
of money. This 
is too good to be true, I 
thought. Our
 planet could real-
ly take a lesson from these 
beings. 
One day, I was 
invited to 
visit  a Monochrome in one of 
the big cities. To my great sur-
prise, the leaders in 
the city 
advised me not to go  it 
would be a bad thing, they told 
me. 
"But,  why?" I asked. "You 
have no crime here. It's safe. 
Everyone's the same!' 
The leader closed his eyes 
shook his green 
curls. "Oh no:' 
he said. "We're 
not  the same at 
all. You see, the Monochromes 
on that side of town have blue 
feet."
 
Blue feet? ... So? I said. 
"Well, that makes them infe-
rior, of course he said, tilting 
his pink head back smugly. 
"We over here on this side are 
pink all the way to the ground. 
Pink is cool!' 
"Well, that's just dumb:' I 
said. "You're all the same 
species, the same color even. 
You're Monochromes for cry-
ing out loud. What's the big 
deal?" 
And with that dumb com-
ment, I was 
promptly  escorted 
back to my sport -model ship 
and sent on my journey. 
Well, my little 
adventure  
made me think hard on the 
long trip home. Prejudice 
looked 
blatantly  silly to me. It 
The
 Spartan Daily 
provides a daily 
Forum page to 
encourage a 
'marketplace
 of ideas." 
Contributions to the page 
are encouraged from 
students, staff, faculty
 and 
others who are 
interested 
in the 
university  at large. 
Any letter or 
column for 
the forum 
page  must be 
turned in to Letters
 to the 





 is going 
on 





 its effects are 
not. 
And back on our
 planet, 
especially  in 
our
 land of the 
free, the 
effects are often dead-
ly 
serious before our
 eyes peel 
open 
to
 the problem. 




one of our big cities
  
killed at the 
hands  and flash-




 of the color
 dif-
ference? Did 
behave blue feet? 
We don't know 
the whole story 
yet. Maybe
 never really 
will. 







writhing on the 
streets
 of L.A. 
as a white foot 
kicked
 him and 





And then the real 
chaos.  A 
white jury. A white 
bunch of 
cops. Not just






white. Enough for them to 
not 
see the truth and
 only see 
themselves, their




 incident was 
a 
fiasco from 
beginning  to end. 
But did it really end? 
Prejudice 
is going on all the 
time,
 every second of the day.
 
Little glimpses of 
it
 make their 
way 
through to the blind, com-
placent, general white -minded 
population  like on shows 
like
 
"20/20" when black crew 
members are hassled by police 
while driving around 
town  and 
white crew 
members  are not 
even
 given a second glance. Or 
when a white guy puts on 
black -face for
 Halloween and is 
stopped
 by the cops because 
he's driving through
 a "white" 
neighborhood. "That's not 




his own prejudice. 
But until these
 small inci-
dents happen to 
the white -
minded, people
 forget. For a 
while there
 I thought I was the
 
only
 one who'd experienced 
the rioting in San
 Jose last 
April. Even the 
very
 next day 
after the first 
riot (which many 
people still 
are not aware even
 
occurred
 at all), I remember
 
coming  onto campus 
with  one 
of the other editors 
who'd been 
running up 
and  down the city 
streets 
chasing
 mobs of angry
 
people
 the night before, 
some 
who were protesting








were different. My 
editor and I felt like 
something  
had shaken 
up the world and 
dropped
 it upside down. 
We 
stepped on the 
campus 
grounds
 more solemnly, like 
walking away from a funeral, 




It was strange. People were 
basking in the sun on Tower
 
Lawn. Maintenance trucks 
were whizzing by in their elec-
tric little way.
 Two
 women were 
sitting on one of the benches 
flipping through a Poli Sci 
book, laughing at a wiry little 
dog running around in circles. 
The grass was wet. The sprin-
klers had gone off on schedule. 
So what if we 
come
 
in an assortment 
of
 
colors? We're all 
really the same... 
We looked at each other. 
Did it happen? Did we dream 
it? Everything was so normal 
that morning. What was 
wrong with these people? 
Didn't 
their  stomachs still have 
that hollow feeling like 
when 





Bentel Hall 209. We are 
open most days from 9 
a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
They may also be mailed 
to the Forum Editor, The 
Spartan
 Daily, Department 
of Journalism and 
Mass 
Communications, San Jose 
State University, One 
Washington Square, San 
Jose, CA, 95192. Or they 
can be FAXed to (408) 924-
3282. 
Articles and letters 
MUST 
contain
 the author's name, 
phone 
number, address 
and major (if 
a student). 
Contributions  
must  be 
typed  or submitted on a 
3.5 -inch  
computer disk 
using Microsoft 
Word  on 




 We can't deal 
with other 
types  of word 
processors. Always 
bring a 




property of the Spartan
 
Daily and will be edited for 



























because  it all 
happened
 during the 
night  and 
our
 paper had already
 gone to 





"L.A."  Mercury 
News. 
Finally I spotted 
a boarded 
up 
window by the 
Pub. "See?" I 
said. It 




were  validated. 
How  critical I was 
of those 
people on the lawn.
 But I'd 
been one of them 
the day 
before. 
And the day before, the 
tensions 
and  the prejudices 
were just as 
present as the day 
after the riots. Just more subtle 
in my little world. 
My life changed for good 
that day. I have a nice neighbor 
on my floor. He's a black guy. I 
never really did notice he was 
black 
before,  he was just my 
neighbor. After  that day 
though, 1 really
 noticed I was 
white.  He looked at me funny, 
like it was 
all  my fault or some-
thing.
 Just a fleeting glance that
 
trickled  over his 
face.  For the 
first time 
in
 my life I realized
 
what people of 
color  have 
borne for








I don't like it.
 But it' is there. 
So what if we 
come in an 
assortment  of 
colors?
 We're all 
really  the same, 




















































issue  or 
point  
of view.
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t992 
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1 p.m. and 
6-
 7 















noon - 2 
p.m., SU Almaden Room; 
Careers  in 
Management,








Professor Thomas Bitter -
wolf, 
Organornetallic Bimetallic 
Chemistry,  4:30 - 5:30 p.m., Duncan 
Hall 
250, call 924-5000 or 924-2525. 
GETTING ALONG-INTERRA-
CIAL WORKSHOP: "Finding the 
Truths: Can We Get Along," 3 - 
p.m.,








sales, 9 a.m. - noon and 1 - 4 p.m.,
 in 




MARKETING CLUB: Product mar-
keting with BBDO, 3:30 p.m., SU 
Almaden Room, call 924-3519. 
MECHA: 
General  meeting, 5 
p.m., 
Chicano 







1230 - 1:20 







of Santa Clara  Law School, 3:30 p.m, 
SU Almaden Room,





 noon - 1:30 p.m.; 
drop -in 
support, 1:30 - 4 
p.m, 





SOCIETY  OF 
AMERICA:  Monthly 
meeting





 OF ART AND DESIGN: 
Student 
Galleries  Art Shows, 10 a.m.
 
- 4 p.m., 




show in gallery, "View 
From 
Inside," Art 133; 
Student  Gal-
leries Art Reception, 6 - 8 
p.m., Art 
call 




a.m.  - 430 p.m., Event 
Center Aerobics Room, sign up at 







Cinema,  "Kafka," 6 
p.m. and 9 p.m,





 - 12:50 


















Board  of 
Directors
 meeting,







































7 - 8:30 
































"The Future of Biodi-
verstiy,"  1:30 p.m., Science 







 Dread," 6 p.m., SU 
Guadalupe Room, call 924-7097. 








 administration, 9 







 Seminar, 4 
p.m., Duncan 





SOCIETY:  'To 
Jump  
Where Eagles 
Fly," Richard Patter -
son's Skydiving 
Adventures,  1 - 2 
p.m.,





 Professor Ernest 
Adams,  
"Practical, 










Brown  bag luch program, 
noon- 1:30 







 Greek Diversity 
Forum, 8 p.m.,
 Dining Commons, 
call 924-8747. 
SOCIETY OF WOMEN'S 
ENGI-
NEERS: 
Engineering's  all club 
social, 4 p.m., 
Engineering  Auditori-








meeting,  4 
p.m.,
 




 Health Series: PMS and
 
Menopause, 





sign-ups, 8 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m., Event 
Center 
Aerrobics  Room, sign up 
at 
A.S. Business Office,




TY AND STAFF 
ASSOCIATION:  
"The 
Gospel  at Colonus" - special 
opening night 
benefit, 8 p.m., Uni-














p.m., SU Almaden 
Room,  call 
924-6033.  
CHEMISTRY CLUB: "Everything 
You Ever 
Wanted
 to Know 
About  
Grad. School, But 
Didn't  Know Who 
to Ask" - a faculty forum, 1 - 2:30 







Documentary on East 
Timor Massacre,





MENT CLUB: Club 
meeting,  4:30-

















Speaker Ruth Manor 
"Alas, the 
Empress Has No Clothes Either," 4 
p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call 924-
4519.  
SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORI-
TY:






 Mulicultural committee 
meeting, 3 -  




 ;tide is 
available
 to 51513 students,
 to ally and staff 






 days before 
publi,  
its 
in 1-orms are 
available






 space lily Ione 
mitt,
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RENO, Nev. (AP) - Mix some 
natural snow with manmade stuff, 
chill 
to
 freezing while keeping a 
hopeful eye toward cloudy skies 
and 
you've  got the recipe for a suc-
cessful ski
 season. 
The only thing left to make
 it 
work
 is an army of seasonal work-
ers
 to groom the slopes, sell tickets, 
give skiing lessons 
and run the 
lodges.  
Ski resorts
 in the  Sierra Nevada 
said they're still hiring 
people to 
work 
the slopes through the win-
ter. 
And while most jobs are 
low 
paying,
 they come with a unique 
benefit
 many ski buffs find hard to 
resists:
 free skiing. 
"Free snowboarding," 
said 
Craig Halrnhofer, 19, who
 moved 
to the )'uckee,  Calif., area last year 
when 
he got a job at Boreal Ski 
Area.  He's back at the resort this 
year, while










































to work on 
Monday.  Navy 
officials  said 
the
 court ruling 
did 
not change 
the sailor's status. 
Keith  Meinhold, 30, 
was a 
sonar
 and crew 


































 to his 
for-





 of the case,
 and 
Meinhold 
has said he  
hopes  the 
suit 



























 on base, 
he
 was given 
a letter 
saying he 




 him to the
 Office of 
Naval 
Personnel  in 
Washington.  
"The day I 










 after spending 15 min-
utes on base. 
"I will never back 
down until 
the policy 
is changed. I will fight 
this to the 
end,"  he said. 
Moffett 
spokesman  John 
Shackleton  read a 
statement  after 
Meinhold
 was turned 
away say-
ing "local
 naval authorities are
 
not authorized
 to reinstate Mr. 
Meinhold  in the
 Navy" He 
referred
 additional 
questions  to 
the 
Department  of 











said the case 
was  under review. 
"Mr.
 Meinhold's 














Cate Mueller said, 
reading




 showed up 
Monday  




 Moffett Field 
dressed in 
civilian  coat
-and -tie.  
He said he hoped to 
leave the 
based
 dressed in the Naval uni-
form was taken
 from him upon 
discharge. 
"It is unfortunate that Wash-
ington 
thinks it can still disregard 
the orders of a federal
 judge he 
said. 
Meinhold said he hopes his 
case 
will  encourage Clinton to 
issue 




"I want my job
 
back:'
 he said. 
"When it become boring 
or 
tedious, I'll move on, go back to 
school or something." 
An executive at Heavenly Valley 
Ski Resort on the south shore of 
Lake Tahoe said their search for an 
estimated 1,300 workers spanned 
the globe and is nearly complete. 
"We do a huge search every 
year'
 said Greg Peterman, Heaven-
ly's 
human resources vice presi-
dent. 
Peterman said recruiting efforts 
involved advertising in national ski 
magazines, newspapers in Califor-
nia and Nevada, and in New 
Zealand and Australia. 
He said the resort will employ 
about 70 workers from Down 






making snow, lift operations and 












"They  don't have the experi-
ence or the training." 








about $4.50 an hour. Specialized
 
positions, 
such  as ski instructors,
 
can earn
 as much as $15 per hour. 
But they generally
 are paid only for 
time actually 
spent teaching. 
For retirees Gino and 
Barbara 
Ton in,
 their seasonal jobs at Boreal
 
give
 them a chance to ski, and lots 
of time in the off season
 to travel. 
"Both me and my wife love
 to 
ski, and
 we get to ski free," said 
Gino Tonin, who works 
in
 the 
rental shop. His wife sells lift tick-
ets.
 
"It keeps me active. I plan to do 
it until 




 melts, the cou-
ple said they plan to drive their 
motor home to Alaska. 
CRUISE  JOBS 




companies  Iluliday, Summer 
lime employment 
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 classes taught by comedians 
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for the subject matter. 
written 
it." 
"All I personally care about To 
help his students
 retain 
unteer basis. Retired 
professors
 is taking another class 
with  and think about what they 
can teach classes on a 
volunteer
 him:' said Jane Pearlman, an 
should have learned during the 
basis at any time 
without economics senior, about Lee's week, 
Lee requires them to 
affecting their benefits,
 said racial discrimination class. write about the 




 has a spark in himself discussed after
 a week's worth 
dent Sybil
 Weir. that he shares with his stu- of lectures. 
Lee said he would much dents:' Pearlman said. Students enjoy 
Lee's teach -
prefer that the university pay She signed Faravelli's peti- ing style 
for more than his rep -
him for his services, but if he is tion in hopes of 
taking
 Lee's etition of information. 
left with the choice of teaching course, although she is not 
Faravelli said an economic 
for free or the university not clear on exactly what she 
hopes  history class with Lee helped 
offering the course during the to gain 
from  the class, rejuvenate him educationally 
winter inter
-session,  he will Pearlman does expect to after taking three years off 
donate his time. learn more than simply eco- from school. 
The professor does not want 
nomics,  however. 
Lee's 
down-to-earth  style 
students 
caught in the middle After she took a consumer makes students feel more at 
of a contract dispute, he said. economics course with Lee ease talking to the professor. 




an emphasis on discussion, 
noticed that her writing skills that she often stops by Lee's 
student interaction and writ- improved from the constant office to chat with him for a 
ing that appeals to many of his writing Lee demands of his few 
minutes. She feels that Lee's 
students. students. 
approachability adds to the 
The professor's teaching
 "Students need to write a lot quality of the class. 
style has so 
affected  his stu- because that's the way they 
"If 
you  enjoy the class, 
dents 
that  some of them are know what they've
 
learned:'
 you're obviously going to get 
attracted to his classes more Lee
 said. "You don't know what lots more out of it," Pearlman 
for the  professor 




page  1 
and Records were overwhelmingly 
positive in their assessment of 
touch -technology. David Mueller, 
a recent transfer from CS!) Hay-
ward, said, "I like it because you 
can get instant 
notification,  and 
you can do it from the 
convenience  
of your own home:' 
Lori Wilson, a 
senior
 majoring 
in industrial design, said because
 
she lives in Los Banos,
 she's in 
favor of anything that 
saves  her 
from having to 
make  the grueling 
two-hour
 trip to San Jose. "Regis-
tering by phone is much easier:' 
Wilson said. 
The lone
 dissenter in line, 
mechanical engineering major 
Dominic Welch, said she preferred 
the old Computer -Aided Registra-
tion method. 
"Sometimes 
with  touch, you 
have to keep calling back to see
 if 
space has opened up after people 
drop," Welch said. 
"And if you push the button at 
the wrong time, the system will 
hang up on you:' 
Menopause: Affects 
millions 




 last five years, PMS has 
On
 the other hand, PMS, a 
condi- been given more
 legitimacy by offer-
tion
 in which an individual 
experi-  ing support groups 
and by the atten-
ences difficulties
 prior to menstrua- 
tion journals have paid to 
the  condi-
tion, such as pain,
 depression, nau- tion, Battle 
said.  
sea and water retention, is 




condition,  women suffering 
from
 PMS were not 
"It's difficult to give 
a number (of taken seriously. The 
free one -hour 
women 
affected)  because it's not "PMS and 
Menopause"
 seminar will 
really 
defined well," Yeung said. 
be 
held at noon in the 
Health Build -
Battle said PMS has been a post- ing, room 208. 
Avalanche kills two skiers in state park 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)  
IWO skiers were killed by an avalanche 
as they crossed a gully on 
the way up a 
mountain near Anchorage. 
A third skier survived the slide 
Sunday on 




"All of a sudden it 
hit  me and I 
went 
over
 backwards:' said Dave 
Hart, who survived with facial cuts.
 
"It was like being 
in a washing 
machine." 
The
 bodies of Bruce Hickok and 
Geoffrey Radford, both 38, were 
found Sunday night. 
Both were 
geologists  and experi-
enced climbers who lived near the 
slope they died on. 
Radford was training for a 
Himalayan 














ripped  goggles 
and glasses from 
his  face. He was able 
to free himself. 
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 starts at 
noon.  This would  be a 
good
 
time  to 
utilize
 







slice,  get 
one 
free) 
for lunch, and watch 
the parade as 
it 
makes 
its way to 
Market  
Street.





 at 2:00pm 
to liven
 up your Wednesday.
 






influenced  jazz 
at the San Jose 
Museum  




hear you say that 
there 
15 nothing to do 
because
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something  that 
works, he sticks with it. 
Five games into the 
Spartans' 
season, Rutter found that 
handing
 the ball off to Nathan 
DuPree worked.
 Since then he 
hasn't been able
 to get DuPree, 




West  Conference and 17th 
nationally, enough 
carries. 
A week ago 
against UNLV 
Rimer called DuPree's 
number
 
43 times and it worked. 
DuPree
 rushed for a school -
record 286 yards, 
surpassing  
Sheldon Canley's mark 
of 253 set 
in 
1990. 
Romer called on DuPree once 
again this Saturday in the 
Spartans'
 big win over Nevada -




Rimer  brilliant again, 
slip -streaming his way through 
the tough Wolf Pack defense 
for 
160 yards on 35 carries. 
The 39-35 
win  put SJSU two 
victories
 away from a third
-
straight Big West title
 and a trip 
to the Las Vegas
 Bowl. 
But this wasn't just an 
important game for the 
Spartans.  
For DuPree,
 who went to high 
school in Reno, it was a chance to 
prove he is making it big at the 
Division I -A level. The game was 
televised in the Reno area. 
"There were a lot of people 
calling me this week, telling 
me 
they 
were going to watch or listen 
lead SJSU to a win at 
Wyoming.  the offensive line 
and in Nate 
to the game 
a smiling 
DuPree
 DuPree's sudden burst into the 
hat confidence has been 
said. "It was pretty special!' 
Big West's limelight hasn't 
key to the 
Spartans'  6-3 
So was DuPree's 
emergence
 as surprised "[Wrier. In fact,
 'Rimer record 
this
 season. With 
Turner's
 workhorse,  
has seen 
the  same thing happen the
 
SJSU
 passing offense 
In the 
Spartans'
 opener at Cal, 
before.  
struggling, 'Romer has called on 
sophomore Donald Lindsey was 
Last year, as offensive
 the running game to 
grind out 
the offense's featured back. 
coordinator
 at Stanford, Rimer yardage. 
Behind  a make -shift 




 Tommy Vardell 
offensive line and battered, but 
signs of being 
the back that 
outperform pre -season starter 
effective, fill., ack John 
gained 1793 yards and 24 
and
 Heisman Trophy candidate 
Mountain,
 DuPree has provided 
touchdowns
 in two seasons  at 
Glyn Milburn. Turner stuck
 with Turner's ball -control 
offense  with 
Bakersfield College. 
Vardell, the




 the ball first
-round  selection in 
April's  At 5 -foot -10, 185 pounds 
19 times for 97 yards 
in NFL draft, much like he 
has  done DuPree is a 
relatively
 small back. 
helping  the 
Spartans  with 
DuPree.
 
But  his lightning -quick feet and 
beat Big -10 doormat
 Minnesota. 
"Maybe there is some 
excellent balance enable him 
to 
Two 
games later, DuPree made
 similarity there," Rimer
 said hit holes instantly.
 What makes 
his move for the 
starting
 job. He after 
Saturday's  big win. "We've DuPree so 
productive, though, is 
rushed for 192 yards
 and two 
been  running the ball well 
lately.
 his instincts as a runner, 
Rimer 
touchdowns
 on 29 carries to help 
We've got a lot of confidence
 in said. As the game goes on,
 
Jim Silva 
DuPree gets better. 
"I like to 
get into a 
good
 
rhythm!'  DuPree 






until the second quarter!' 
Luckily 
for DuPree  and 
for 
Spartan 
football fans as well
  
Romer is patient 
enough  to let 
him get into that rhythm. But 
then again, why wouldn't
 he? It 
works. 
JIM  Silva Is the 

























#5 Pizza a go go 
#2 World Of 
Arlwear
 
#6 La Huasteca Taqueria 




































































Milpitas Beauty College 
l550. 
Park Victoria Dr. 
























































begin at II a.m. 
with  Spirit of America
 precision sky diving
 team. The 
parade  steps  off at 
noon
 at Fifth and Santa 
Clara Streets and 
travels
 down Market St.
 to 
Park Ave. Live 
entertainment  begins 
at
 2 p.m. in Plaza 
Park
 with US() performers
 and 
the Sixth Army Band. I,r
 
more 
ink inflation.  call
 
279-9999.  
Nov. I I 





after class at the 










jazz. Concerts are 
free for museum 
members  and 
$5




call  294-2787. 
Arts ,11iNe!
 




Opera  San Jose 
pre,ents  the %orld 
premicie id 





ancient  tragedy 
()I
 passion and 
ohsossion.  $10 








Montgomery  Theatre. San 
Carlos and Market 
Streets.
 




Call the San Jose 
Downtown  
Association's
 24 -hour FYI 
line
 for upcoming
 events at 
295-2265,




























DA I LY 
- 
4itelif'   
RICK WACI-1A  SPARTAN
 DAILY 
SJSU 
middle  blocker Cristin Rossman looks for a loose 
ball during the Spartans loss 
to UC Santa Barbara Saturday night at 





















 21 direct bus lines to 
campte.. Ae can create
 an individualize 
program to 
meet  your personal commuting needs 
To learn more, call 
924 -RIDE 
Yin III













of Traffic Parking 
Call 


























































































































bara in the 












play in the 


























 was better 
offensively 
than the first.
 We caught 
them off guard 
at
 the begin-



















Spartans  got 
two 
points 
quickly  to 




















came  out 
playing  well 
in
 the third 
game.
 The 
Spartans  scored 
the












 a ball over
 three Gau-
cho  blockers 














But  after 




































first  two 




































































































































































Spartan Daffy Staff Wnter 
It took the 
Spartan 
women's 
volleyball  team just 
over an 
hour to kill Cal State 
Fullerton
 with three 
quick  








 the initial game, 
there seemed
 to be a chance 
that they may have been 
able 
to break 




But  those 













a 14 -point 
scoring  
streak. 
"I thought it 
went well:' 
said 














admitted that the 
Hobert suspended for 
shopping  
SEATTLE (AP)  Washington 
quarterback Billy Joe Hobert said 
he was a prospective bachelor 
entering a "macho time" when he 
spent 
$50,000  in loans on cars, 
stereo equipment and parties. 
The loans provided by an 
Idaho scientist are being 
investi-
gated by the Pacific -10 Conference 
for possible NCAA rules
 viola-
tions. Hobert has been 
suspended
 
and did not accompany
 the No. 6 
Huskies to 
Arizona last weekend. 
Hobert
 was named most valu-
able player of the 1992 Rose Bowl, 
but was benched 
in favor of Mark 

























































helping  the team







 and hadn't 
had  a good 










in, but I 
had 
a talk 




a lot of 




































Spartan left winger Elliot Chung(#23) takes a shot on Denver
 
cioalie John Detemple 
during  SJSU's 3-1 loss on Sunday 
SJSU 
ice  hockey 
team
 
roughed up in 3-1 
loss
 
BY jON SOLOMON 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
The Spartan ice hockey
 team 
lost 3-1 to the Denver University 
Pioneers  on Sunday at the Golden 




 put up a good fight  
literally.
 
With six seconds 
left in the 

















 ATM in the 




can get cash 
24
 hours
 a day, 7 
days 
a 
week.  It will accept 





 or PWS' 
symbol
 There., no charge when
 you use a 
Great 
Western  Bank
 ATM card 
at our ATMs.










 us. Great 
Westem.Well  
always
















 a brawl. Spartan Jett 
Waite  and Pioneer Brad 
Podiak  
started 
throwing  punches at each
 
other and rolling
 on the ice. It 
took
 a few minutes for
 the two 
referees
 to pull them apart. 
Chung 
















there  was a 
more  
important 
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odyssey  as 
dra-









leave  his 












once  he 
knew the
 Air 



















12,  1987, 
when  he set 
out  for his 
daily 
bicycle





















 in a calm 
voice.
 "I took off 
my
 shoes, jumped 
from the bridge, and 
worked my way 
in the water upstream
 until I reached 
a sparse wooded 
area  where I got 
out?' 
He said he made his
 way to a bus 
station, used $60 
he
 had with him to 
take a bus to San  
Diego  and learned 
from newspapers
 later that there was 
a massive 
search for him. 
"What was your intent?"
 asked 
military judge 
Willard  Pope. 
"I really 
hadn't given it any 
thought at that time. But I did have 
an intent later to go 
away; Pou 
responded. "I can only describe it as 
an instinct. I relied a lot on instinct 
and kept a very low profile."
 
0 EC 
calls  for talks 
with 
Washington  
to avert trade war 
BRUSSELS, Belgium
 (AP) - Euro-
pean ministers agreed Monday to seek a 
quick resumption of talks with the Unit-
ed States to avoid a trans -Atlantic trade 
war, but also went along with France's 
demand for the EC to prepare its own list 
of 
retaliatory  sanctions. 
Italian Foreign Trade Minister
 Claudio 
Vitalone said the 12 
EC
 states asked the 
bloc's 
Executive Commission to draft a 
list of U.S. goods to be targeted for trade 
sanctions if Washington 
imposes puni-
tive tariffs on EC products. 
Most member -states 
said
 they wanted 
both sides to try 
anew
 to resolve a series 
of 
farm subsidy disputes before any sanc-
tions  are imposed. 
"The need has been 
stressed to come 
to a conclusion
 with the Americans ... 
before the end 
of  the year," said Nico 
Wegter,
 an EC Commission spokesman.
 
The ministers issued a statement 
expressing "grave concerns
 at the dangers 
inherent
 in the present situation?' 
The statement 
made  no mention of 
trade retaliation
 but both Vitalone and 
French Foreign minister Roland Dumas 
said the 
EC
 states had formally requested 
the EC Commission draw up 
an Ameri-





injures at least eight
 
MARSEILLE,
 France (AP) - A series 
of explosions
 apparently caused by a gas 
leak 
severely  damaged an oil refinery near 
Marseille
 early Monday, 
killing
 five work-
ers, injuring at least eight and leaving 
one  
missing, authorities said. 
Classified
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mikes no claim for products or 
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Chapman Univ.. Sunnyv-ale, offers 
degrees in 
comp. science, comp. 
info. systems, bus., electronics. 













 thru Frt. 1-6 pm. 
Sat. 10 . 6 pm. & Sat 11 . 4 pm.
 
463 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose. 
4082793342. 





Mexico,  Guatemala, 
Panama & 
Brazil.
 Will train. Well 
capitalized. Call 
1-800-484-9991 






NEW: STJDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Olfoe Oaks, teeth cleared and 
xrays
 - no duese. 
SAVE PeDNEY 




For brcchue see 





coaerage  for students 
tfvu





 as $22. par
 month. 
Also available are: 
Pregnancy pan 
/ Dental Pan. 
1133 
Saratoga 
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mental 
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the world 
that He 
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NO HASSLE - MD OBUGATM 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 





alarm,  bee, be miles! Great 
condiborl 14950. 268-0322. 
AUTO QUOTE. CALL 241121111. 
No cat or °deafen. 
Gad ctser rate tameable, 
with miniman cif 3 years 
driving experience. 
Hours Mon. atm Fri. 9- 5. 
Sat. a appontment Call after 
hours at 3770529. Ask for kin. 
Allstate
 Insurance. 
CIBAPI FBI / U.S. SEIZED 
89 Mercedee   $203.
 





65 Musters.   
$25. 
Choose from thcusdads stet $25. 
FREE Information.  




for sale, consist of 
40 MB HD, 1BM 
RAM, 1 FDD, VGA 
/mono display, 5  ), lalxr, 1 
yr
 part. 
















BOUTIQUE,  BAKE 
SALE,
 
silent auction. Lowest prices
 in 
tawn,
 au yaw Christmas needs & 
more. 9 a.m. Sat. 
11/7,  11/14, & 
12/5.5w 
Fernando
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We insure 
mote  fraternities 
& 
sautes
 than arry 
local  hsurance 
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 In the 
industry.
 Earn $9k $181r
 in one 
season 
while  managing
 6 - 8 
employees. 









DAY  EVENING 
SIFTS  AVAIL 
Good phi Must 
be reliable and 
hard workirg. 









 RAISE A 
COOL  
$1.000.03











And a free 
headphone  
radio
 Just for 
calling 18309320528,
 at 65. 
NOW HIRING 
Full  & Part Tine Positions 
Throdthout 
Silicon  Valey 
To $7.50






AVAILABIUTY A PLUS 




Protective  Somme 
2041
 Mission College 
Bird 
State  150, Santa Clara 
EOE 




Focd product intro to area. Need 
car. Exper. 





positions.  Great benefits. 
Call 183(13333737  cut P 
3310.  
CHILDCARE NEEDED 
Part trne, flexible hours. 
Si
 our, 
Fremont home. Two year old & 
baby. Call Paula for more details: 
510/2269803.  
WANT TO GET A HEADSTART 
on 
employment
 for the spas 
semester? iiribuld you 
lie 
to start 
night arre/7 Spartan Bookstore is 
looking for a few good cashiers) 
Shifts available: 
M.Wf 12 prn - 
7 pm 
MW-F 755 am - 2 pm 
fietW 12 pm - 6 pm 
Register experience preferred.  
Inquire
 
in Bookstore man office a 
call 
9241828.  ask for Gloria 
LOOKING FOR A TOP 
fraternity, 
sorority, or student 
organization  
that would like to make $500.--




 nstht on campus. Must be 
organized 
and hard working. 
Call 800592 2121 ext. 308. 
$18.00 PER HOUR SALARY 
Telernaketing / Canvass/as 
Lean aeration. 
Weekends
 & Evenings. 
Start Saturday - 
Paid Monde/. 
(408)7324443.  
PART-TIME FLEX HOURS. SALES 
/ packing position at software man-
ufacturer,
 company. 
Good  comm. 




Indier Weis e a fast
 sowing 
company lookhg for 
energetic
 risk 
victuals ntetested in 
sales,
 to oats 
are of the
 following parttime 
shifts 
 9 a.m.
 - 1 p.m. 
 1 - 
5 pm. 
 5 p.m. - 9 
p.m. 





per  hors. 
 Cal Joseph: 
752-7700.  
INMAN WELLS WATER 
CO. 








Teachers  & 
Substitutes.
 




















Minim -en 12 units EC 
E 
or related anise work
 
(i.e. elementary Ed. a 
recreation).  
Also hrIng credential students or 
equivalent to work In az private 
elementary as Instructbnal ads. 
We are offering
 FT. PT, split shifts 
and flex
 
From tor students. 
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The blasts halted operations
 at the La 
Mede refinery, the 
second-largest
 of three 
in France run by the state-controlled
 oil 
company Total SA. 
The
 most powerful of the blasts
 shat-
tered windows in nearby towns
 and was 
felt in 
Marseille,
 18 miles 
away.  
Fires 
continued  to burn in 
late after-
noon, but officials said they 
had been con-
tained and there was little danger
 of further 
explosions.
 
Work crews used pumps and floating 
barriers in an attempt to prevent 
polluted  
water and 
chemicals  from seeping into a 
nearby 
lagoon  that feeds into the Mediter-
ranean Sea. 
According to Total officials,
 several 
buildings at La Mede
 were destroyed. 
Those
 killed were working in a 
control
 
room, officials said. 
It was the worst toll at a French refinery 
since 18 workers died in a 1966 blast that
 
destroyed the Feysin refinery 
outside  Lyon. 
()
 History
 of broken 
promises 
led tribe 
to take hostages 
RIO  DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) - A 
history
 of broken promises and govern-
ment 
betrayal  set the stage for a 
show-
down between an Amazon Indian 
tribe  






 Guajajara Indians have 
held 96 white hostages for nearly a week, 
and the government is scrambling to pre-
vent bloodshed.
 
Efforts are being made to try to nego-
tiate the release of the hostages, who were 
being held on a jungle highway near the 
Guajajaras' Canabrava 
reserve  2,000 
miles west of Brasilia. 
Several hostages are suffering from 
heat stroke and dehydration, the wife of 
one 
captive said. 
Last Thesday, Indians armed
 with 
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE 90SI 




full tine or part-tine with 
unlimrted  




call (415) 5135509. 
$200.- $600. WEEKLY 
Assemble products at 
home.  
Easyl No selling You're paid direct 
Fully guaranteed. 
FREE Ir/amation
 -24 hour hotline. 
801-3792900. 
Copyright *CA29KDH. 
$7.00 PER HOUR /OBS 
8 You shifts /Part or Fulitime 
DAY, SWNG OR GRAVE SHIFTS 
Excellent benefits. We 
train.
 




to $8.50 per hour. 
Appfr  Barn.-5 pm. Maiday Friday 
Vaigusid 




Bred. Santa Clara 
Near 101 at San Tomas & Olocet 
EARN $1.500 
WEEKLY mailing our, 
circulars! Begin now! Free packet! 




780 S. 11TH 
STREET  APTS. 




 row.  Walk or 
ride bike to school. Ample parka*, 
garage avatable Sezured entrance. 
Cable TV avail. Laundry facilities. 
Remodeled, roomy & very clean. 
Cal Manager 2889157 or Si. rnsg 
ROOMMATE WANTED: 
Male or female. Serious about 
sdool. No pets. No drugs. 
Package:







UNIQUE 1 BR. 
For clean. 
quiet 
sober arid financially 
resrcn  
sible man. Lg. closets, hardwood 
floors, parking & yard. Single occu 
pency.  $595.00. Call 
292-7761.
 
shotguns, rifles and pistols 
stopped
 eight 
passenger buses, three trucks, a van and a 
car on the
 outskirts of the reserve. The 
Indians later released 39 children and 10 
women, 
and a bus driver escaped. 
The action was in reprisal for the slay-
ing two days earlier 
of a chief's son by 
paid gunmen in an Indian community in 
remote 
northern  Maranhao state. 
The Guajajaras say 
they
 will not release 
the hostages until the officials 
arrest
 the 
killers, who disappeared after the shoot-
ing. 
0 Yeltsin seeks help 





 - Russian President 
Boris Yeltsin on 
Monday  appealed for help 
in rescheduling his country's debts, and 
urged British businessmen to invest in a 
new capitalist Russia. 
"Our 
business  relations seem to be 
locked in the past. They
 still suffer signifi-
cantly from stereotypes and notions
 about 
NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA. 
spacious apartments starting at 
$700. per 
month.  Security gate. 
Off street parking. Call Dan at 
295-5256 or come
 by State House 
Apts. corner of 116 
and William. 





3 blocks from SISU. 
Modem
 Innate. 




 420 S. 3rd 
St.  
2913-2182.  
MASTER BDRMS, 2 
full baths, 6 
closets. 2 blocks from SJSU. 
Underground parking, 
laundry 
room. BBQ area, pool table, ping 
pong table. Free cable TV.
 
148 E. William SL Move in basis! 





Low Cost. Fast resuks. 
3410 Stevens
 Creek Blvd. 
Open Mon.- Sat.. 
11
 
an  7 pm. 
241-5510.
 
WILLOW GARDENS APTS. 
Minutes from San Jose State. 
Spacious  2 bedroom apts.
 with 2 
full baths. Ideal for students and 
roommates. Swimming pool, 
saunas, weight room and club-
house. Quality living at a reason-
able rate. Ask for student decant. 




with all electnc kitchen, cestrwash 
Cr. ar conditionrg. gated covered 
perking and al site laundry. 
Bright and try. Quiet we kr staff 
OK for two. 1 block from campus. 
Ran $600. / month.
 
Aspen  Vintage Tower. 
2974705. 
TIRED OF LIVING ON CAMPUS? 
Err
 
garden style apartment hag 
with be rents and low deposits 
10 minutes from SJSU campus. 
T1MBERV/000  APARTMENTS 
578-6E00.
 
ROOM 4 RENT 1 block ban SJSU. 
Vic. 
house.  Rents range from 
$250. -
 $300. 10% PG&E per 
ma-4h. 
$200.
 dep. AL 
2937926.  
HMO. 
WRITNO & RESEARCH Services. 
Terrn paper & thesis preparation 
and assistance.




cm every topic. Eating 
Rewritty Resumes. ESL students 
welcomed. Work guaranteed. 
Emergencies a 
specialty. Fast, 
satisfactory service. Improve 
your 
grades! (Berkeley) 510841-5036. 
STATE
 FARM SELLS HEALTH INS. 
Operations and hospital mans 
cost a lot 
rare than you think. Cal 
me today for 









 remcsed former. 
Specialist Confidential. Disposable 
or yotr own probe. Cal 247-7486. 
335 S. Baywcal Av. San Jose, Ca. 
TUITION ASSISTANCE.$29 B. in 
aid available. Free information
 
about winning money for educa-
tion. Ask about oti guarantee.408 
-268-5232 or 800 .7436762. 
IMPROVE
 YOUR MARKS by at 
least one grade with AbelEditing. 
Essay, 
theses,
 proposals edaed for 
content, style and grammar by 
experienced editor. Call Sam 
(408)867-3446  
CASH FOR COU.EGEll 
*Scholarships & financial ad 
available regardless of grades or 
parents' incomel Over 300,0:1) 
scholarship&
 totality $29 Mont 
'Average of 100 sotrces of SC113k  
aships, fin. aid & grants en each 
40.age report! 'Call
 for
 free Mo. 
18009440366 art 7620. 
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
 
We can hop! No risk & satisfaction
 
guaranteed. Unshed offers at 
hie
 
discount. Write today: ASA. 
2455 23rd Ave. S.F. CA 94116. 
Russia as a totalitarian nation; Yeltsin said. 
He said he was planning a series of steps 
to attract Western investors to Russia, 
including lower taxes on profits and more 
opportunity to repatriate profits. 
Yeltsin and British Prime Minister John 




They and their aides signed six agree-
ments, including the first Russo-British 
friendship treaty since 1766. Other pacts 
covered trade, defense, civil
 aviation and 
cooperation
 on nuclear energy. 
Yeltsin apparently won Major's support 
in focusing the United Nations' attention 
on ethnic Russians who have been denied 
the right to vote in the Baltic republics of 
Latvia and Lithuania. 
Before the talks, British officials had 
expressed concern over Yeltsin's decision to 
halt the withdrawal of Russian troops from 
the Baltics. Major announced at the news 
conference that Britain 
would help retrain 
Russian  troops returning from the Baltics 
and seek Western credits to help 
them
 
launch new careers in Russia. 
Yeltsin 
appealed




debt  left by the 
Soviet government that collapsed last year. 
Phone: 
924-3277  U FAX: 924-3282 
TRAVEL 
WHERE DO 
YOU  WANT yo 00? 
Hawn.
 MesiX), Eacpe, U.S.? 
Make yoir Christmas plans row. 
Cal for be aid/res. 
Arlene: 408 997-3647 
BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRIP 
Jan. 13 - 19 ski Colorado powder. 
6 nights / 5 
days  at price 1589. 
5 nghts / 4 days bus aloe $375. 
Tip ncludes and° with kitchen. 
fireplace
 
his tab, and lit tickets. 






Smith  at 7789250. 
RENT RESORT 
HOME  MAZATLAN 








Oreriatelmed by reports 
to be typed? 
RELAX 6, 
LEAVE  THE TYING TO ME 
Graduate
 6, adergrad. Resumes. 
tarn 
papas,  theses, letters. etc. 
24 hoer arnaroad on most work 
Arponenent necessary 




Publishing Restrne package . 


















PROBLEMS A SPECIALTY 
Spell arid Grammar Check. 
Open  every day until 8 prn. 
408/254-4565.
 
EXPERT  WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science and English papers / the-
ses Our 




 check and storage. 









Cal Paul a 
Virginia
 40132510449 
CALL UN)A  
TOOAT 
For expenenoed, 
professional  word 
processes,  Theses, 
term  papers, 
goup
 projects, etc. 
All formats 
roludire
 APA. Quick return.
 
Transonpon









 Graduate Wore, APA & 
Turabian Desktop Pablishing. 













If the got 





 do it for
 you! 






















Wad Perfect 5.1, HP 
Laser et Al 
formats plus APA
 Spear*, pact, 
ation and grammar assistance All 
work guaranteed! Save SSS with 
Referred Discounts! For worryfree. 
dependable, and prompt service. 
cal PAM 247 268118 a.m6
 p.m).  
Theses/Pielects/Tems
 Papers. 
Call Marsha at 2669448 for full 
service 
word processing edit for 
vocabulary,  spelling,  sentence 
structure,  







preparation; custom post -script 
laser printing. (Also edit disks) 
Resume/cover
 letter preparation. 
International Students Welcome! 
Wilow 
Glen area 7.30arn8:30pn. 
CREATIVE RASCALS DESKTOP 
Publishes,  
Revise package . 









 your ad 
hem.
 Line is 30 





































After dm Nth 
day, rate increases 
by
 $1 per day. 
Vest  line 125  
spaceslon
 bald freeof charge
 
Up to Sadder:nal 
wads  available in
 
hold 
lot 53 each 
SEMESTER  RATES  
'3 9 




















Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State University, 




 desk is 





publication. O All ads are 
prepaid.  
 ;I insect ;five publications  
dates only. la No refunds on cancelled ads 






















































































































into  law 
enforce-




















































































his  home 
in 














1979 with a bachelor's degree in 
political science, public adminis-
tration.
 
"I went through typical 
student  
burn -out:' Abeyta said. "You fin-
ish your undergraduate degree 
and say, 'Oh God, the last thing I 




While an undergraduate, 
Abeyta became an officer in the 
Cal My police department and 
moved up through the ranks, 
from patrolman and investigator, 
to 
patrol
 sergeant, and then finally 
a lieutenant in charge of opera-
tions. 
He returned to school and 
earned a master's degree in educa-
tion in 1987. 




ginia, and two months after finish-
ing, he took over as director of 
public safety and chief 
of police at 
SJSU in June
 1988. 
"This campus is right down-
town, very 
urban?'
 he said. "It's 
kind of a tough (surrounding) 
area." Abeyta said, 
comparatively,  
Cal My is "huge, geographically, 
but population -wise it's 
smaller,  
surrounded
 by groves, orchards 
and farmlands" 
Effects
 of budget cuts 
Abeyta said recent budget cuts 
have affected the department of 
public  safety. 
Abeyta said, the lock shop's 
budget, which deals 
with  locks 
and the 
issuance  of keys to profes-
sors and undergraduates, has 
been cut in half. 
Ile said the cuts 
have not affect-
ed traffic and parking, and envi-
ronmental health and safety has 
grown a little bit, although "no 
where near 
the level that it 
should."  
Abeyta said, "The 
most signifi-
cant
 (result of the budget cuts), 
and the one that concerns me the 
most, is that we have lost five 
police officer 
positions!'  
"If I had 500 officers," Abeyta 
said. "I 
wouldn't be concerned, 
but when you have 
27


































































































































































































likes  to see 
us





























 up to 
where  it 












trying  to 
emulate  our 
program 
here he 
said.  "We 
have
 the city 
of
 San Jose 
which 































































events, at some point that rubber 
band is going to break when you 
stretch it that 
thin:'
 he said. 
Controversy 
with  the UPD 
The UPD 
faced  a recent scan-
dal, which involved a question of 
whether to file an incident of 
anti -
gay graffitti
 on the Spartan Com-
plex 
bathroom  wall as a hate 
crime. 
Abeyta said the 
department's 
policy  is to try to 
make sure that 
the diversity of the gay communi-
ty, or any 
other  community, is 
honored. 
He said that in many 
instances  
another 
crime is involved, like 
malicious  mischief or vandalism. 
"Even if we can't 
prosecute it as a 
hate crime, we will 
prosecute
 it in 
whatever  form we can:' he said. 
"I think the officers handled 




the  individual who 
filed the complaint
 spoke to the 
department and is now aware of 
the "parameters (the 
department)  
was working within" and now 
understands the action 
the 
department  took. 
Juan Haro, president of Stu-
dents United for Accessible Edu-




 but feels differently. 
Haro, who filed a complaint of 
racial 
harassment  against UPI) in 
May 1990 and spoke with Abeyta 
about the incident, said he 
thought 
Abeyta "had a very 
strong, hostile attitude?' 
Haro said, "He
 (Abeyta) did 
offer to train us (SUAE) in 
regard
 
to protesting, keeping a protest 
non-violent
 and controlled:' 
Abeyta said another challenge 
came last May with the riots fol-
lowing the verdict in 
the Los 
AnvIes 
police brutality trial. 
'It taxed 
us to the max:' he 
said. "We bent,
 but we  did not 
break." 
Abeyta said 
officers  worked 
long hours,
 canceled vacations 
and days
 off. He said members of 
the cadet program
 helped out by 
keeping observation posts, gather-
ing data and helping with dis-
MARVIN FONG  SPARTAN
 DAILY 
Before serving as UPD chief for four- and- a- half years, Abeyta attended the FBI Academy and served as a police lieutenant at Cal Poly. 
patch. 
"We had great 
support
 from 
housing, from student services
 
and  from the administration:' 
Abeyta said. 
"It was an ugly time he said. "I 
understand why it 
happened,
 but 
by the same 
token,
 even though I 
understand  why it took place, we 
can't tolerate acts of violence on 
the street?' 
When the riots broke out, 
Abeyta 
met  with San Jose Police 
Chief Lou Cobarruviaz and said 
the lines of communication 
between SRI)
 and UPI) were 
working quite well. 
In a recent interview, Cobarru-
viaz said, "Overall, it (the relation-
ship between SJPD and UPD) 
worked out very, very well:' 
Abeyta said that 
although
 
many SJSU students were involved 
in the disturbances, he was 
pleased to see SJSU students, 
like 
leaders in the African -American 
community and housing services, 
help in resolving issues. 
"(The administration) put 
forth the philosophical support 
the department 
needed:'
 he said, 
telling him to do what the depart-
ment had to do and that budget 
was not an issue. 
Abeyta said,
 "I think what the 
average person in the street 
doesn't realize, when they're angry 
and when they're bent on mob 
violence,
 is that the individual on 
the other side of the 
face -shield 
that they're throwing rocks and 
bottles (at) may be a fellow AJ 
(administration  of justice) student 
that just 
graduated
 from San lose 
State?' 
"If we have (any) more civil 
dis-
turbances:'
 Abeyta said, "I'm con-
cerned about having the appropri-






believe  everything 
you
 hear. The Air Force 
continues
 to seek outstand-
ing  studenis it) till future 





























111;11 call pay 
tuition,  text-
books,  fees... even 
I(8)  
in 








uniform that reflects 








Get the picture? 
Now




ROT  7-7  
ate level of 
staffing  to deal with it. 
Close San Carlos Street 
Abeyta said there's no question 
in his 
mind
 that San Carlos Street 




improvement of the academic 
program for classes in Sweeny 
Hall and MacQuarrie Hall and the 
safety
 issue. 
The trial closure increased traf-







and on San Fernando 
Street.
 But, Abeyta said, the effects 
were negligible. 
"In the long run," Abeyta said. 
"I think it's a win -win for every-
one, for the city, for the surround-
ing community
 and for us?' 
Almost one year ago, the 
department instituted a bike 
pro-
gram. 
Abeyta said it allows the
 offi-
cers to get out 
and about and 
interface with the campus com-
munity. 
Officer Brad
 Johnson has 
worked under 
Abeyta  for two 
years and is 
involved  in the bike 
program Johnson said. 
Abeyta has been 
very support-
ive of the program because 
it is the 
most contact you
 can have with 
the 
community,




Abeyta said that 
in his first 
three years as UPD
 chief, the 
department 
had  about a 50 per-
cent turnover in 
police officers. 























4r   
officers who are 
doing some good 
things for the 
campus.We  brought 
in new officers, and,
 I believe, a 
higher caliber of officers:' 
In the last 15 months,
 Abeyta 
has been nominated for three 
other chief jobs. "I could retire 
in 
another four -and -a -half years. 
"I doubt that I will, but 1 
could:' Abeyta said. "It's certainly 
not too late to 
start  a second 
career at age 50:' 
Abeyta is proud 
of the bridges 
he's built. "We are here, after all, to 
serve (members of the 
campus 
community)
 and to protect them, 
and
 they should never 
feel that 
they can't
 come up and talk to a 
police officer. They 
might  try it; 
they 
might  find a friend?' 
WEDNESDAY!
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